In this paper, we prove some fixed point theorems for weakly compatible mappings by improving the conditions of Som [8] .
Introduction
After introduction of fuzzy sets by Zadeh [5] , many researchers have defined fuzzy metric space in different ways. In this paper we are using the definition of Kramosil and Michalek [4] . Sessa [7] proved some theorem of commutativity by weakening the condition to weakly commutativity and Jungck [3] enlarged it for compatibility of two mappings. Recently, Jungck and Rohades [2] defined weakly compatible mappings of two mappings at their coincident points. In this paper we are using weakly compatible mappings.
Preliminaries and Definitions
In this section, we recall some notions and definitions in fuzzy metric spaces. [4] ). A triplet (X, M, * ) is a fuzzy metric space if X is an arbitrary set, * is continuous t-norm and M is a fuzzy set on X × X × [0, ∞) → [0, 1] satisfying, ∀ x, y ∈ X, the following conditions: [6] ). It is easy to prove that M(x, y, .) is non-decreasing for every x, y ∈ X. If (X, M, * ) is a fuzzy metric space we can say that M is a fuzzy metric on
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Let (X, M, * ) be a fuzzy metric space. Then M is called bicontinuous if the sequences {x n } and {y n } in X are such that {x n } → x and {y n } → y, t > 0 implies M(x n , y n , t) → M(x, y, t). Definition 2.6. A fuzzy metric space (X, M, * ) is complete if every G-Cauchy sequence is convergent. If (X, M, * ) is complete fuzzy metric space, then M is fuzzy metric on X. Definition 2.7 (Jungck and Rhoades [2] ). Two self mappings A and B are said to be weakly compatible if they commute at their coincidence points i.e., ABu = BAu whenever Au = Bu, u ∈ X. Note that compatible mappings are weakly compatible but weakly compatible mappings are not necessarily compatible. Theorem 2.8 ( Som [8] ). Let S and T are two continuous self mappings of a complete metric space (X, M, * ). Let A be a self mapping of X satisfying the following conditions 
t) ≥ r[min{M(Sx, T y, t), M(Sx, Ax, t), M(Sx, Ay, t), M(T y, Ay, t)}]
for all x, y ∈ X, where r : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a continuous function such that (4) r(t) > t, for each t < 1 and r(t) = 1 for t = 1. Let the sequences {x n } and {y n } in X be such that {x n } → x and {y n } → y, t > 0 implies M(x n , y n , t) → M(x, y, t). Then A, S, T have a common fixed point in X. Theorem 2.9 ( Som [8] ). Let S and T be two continuous self mappings of a complete fuzzy metric space (X, M, * ). Let A and B be two self mappings of X satisfying the following conditions
for all x, y ∈ X, where a, b, c ≥ 0, q > 0 with q < a + b + c < 1. Then A, B, S and T have a unique common fixed point.
Main Results
Now we state and prove our main theorem for weakly compatible mappings. Proof. Let x 0 ∈ X be any arbitrary point. Since A(X) ⊂ S(X) then there must exists a point x 1 ∈ X such that Ax 0 = Sx 1 . Also since A(X) ⊂ T (X), there exists another point x 2 ∈ X such that Ax 1 = T x 2 . In general, we get a sequence {y n } recursively as y 2n = Sx 2n+1 = Ax 2n and y 2n+1 = T x 2n+2 = Ax 2n+1 ∀n ∈ N ∪ {0}.
Using inequality (3), we get
, then by definition of r we have
is an increasing sequence of positive numbers in [0,1] and, therefore, tends to a limit
contradicts the fact that L < 1. Hence, L = 1. Now for any positive integer p,
Hence {Ax n } is a Cauchy sequence. Since X is complete , {Ax n } tends to a limit, say z ∈ X. Hence the subsequences {Sx n } and {T x n } of {Ax n } also tends to the same limit. Since A(X) ⊂ S(X), there must exists a point u ∈ X, such that z = Su. Then by (3) we have
M(Au, Ax n , t) ≥ r(min{M(Su, T x n , t), M(Su, Au, t), M(Su, Ax n , t), M(T x n , Ax n , t)}).
Taking limit as n → ∞ in the above inequality we get
M(Au, z, t) ≥ r(min{M(z, z, t), M(z, Au, t), M(z, z, t), M(z, z, t)}) ≥ r(min{1, M(z, Au, t), 1, 1}) ≥ r(M(z, Au, t)) > M(z, Au, t),
which gives Au = z. Therefore, Au = z = Su.
Similarly since A(X) ⊂ T (X), there must exists a point v ∈ X, such that z = T v. Then by (3) we have Av
Since the pair of mappings (A, S) is weakly compatible so ASu = SAu gives Az = Sz. Now we show that z is a fixed point of A. Suppose Az = z, then by (3) we get
M(Az, Av, t) ≥ r(min{M(Sz, T v, t), M(Sz, Az, t), M(Sz, Av, t), M(T v, Av, t)}) ≥ r(min{M(Az, z, t), M(Az, Az, t), M(Az, z, t), M(z, z, t)})
Similarly, when the pair (A, T ) is weakly compatible we obtain Az = z = T z. Thus, we have
3) Hence z is a common fixed point of A, S and T . Now for the uniqueness of z, suppose z and z , z = z are two common fixed points of A, S and T ; i.e., Az = z = Sz = T z and Az = z = Sz = T z .
Then, by (3) we have M(Az, Az , t) ≥ r(min{M(Sz, T z , t), M(Sz, Az, t), M(Sz, Az , t), M(T z , Az , t)}) i.e., M(z, z , t) ≥ r(min{M(z, z , t), M(z, z, t), M(z, z , t), M(z , z , t)}) i.e., M(z, z , t) ≥ r(min{M(z, z , t), 1, M(z, z , t), 1}) ≥ M(z, z , t),
which gives z = z . This completes the proof.
For −1 ≤ x < 1, we have
, then M(ASx, SAx, t) = t t+ 1 4 and M(Ax, Sx, i.e., a+b+cM(z, Bu, t)+1 ≤ qM(z, Bu, t) i.e., a 
Now we see that A(X) = {1}, S(X) = {0, 1}, T(X) = {1, 2} and so A(X) ⊂ S(X) T (X)
.+ b + 1 ≤ (q − c)M(z, Bu, t) i.e., M(z, Bu, t) ≥ a + b + 1 q − c > 1, which yields Bu = z, hence Bu = z = Su and aM(T v, Sx n , t) + bM(T v, Av, t) + cM(Sx n , Bx n , t)+ max{M(Av, Sx n , t), M(Bx n , T v, t)} ≤ qM(Av, Bx n , t) aM(z, z, t) + bM(z, Av, t) + cM(z, z, t) + max{M(Av, z, t), M(z, z, t)} ≤ qM(Av, z, t) i.e., a+bM(z, Av, t)+c+max{M(Av, z, t), 1} ≤ qM(Av, z, t) i.e., a + c + 1 ≤ (q − b)M(Av, z, t) i.e., M(Av, z, t) ≥ a + c + 1 q − b > 1, which yields Av = z. Hence Av = z = T v.
